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Outdoor Revolution was created in 2003; we invented the ‘Lightweight’ awning; no other company 
has as much experience in this field.  As the pioneers, we have used these years of learning to design, 
manufacture and create the very best products on the market and always offer unequalled value for 
money.  All products are designed and quality assured in Dewsbury, West Yorkshire, to very exacting 
standards.  We will never compromise on quality and we will always lead within our arena...

                             ...Buy from the innovators, NEVER the imitators!

Be part of the Revolution
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Myth Busters...
Outdoor Revolution was created in 2003; we invented the ‘Lightweight’ awning and no other company 
has as much experience in this field, although they all do claim to hold this ‘accolade’. 

We always offer unequalled value for money, and our competitors cannot offer the same quality, advanced 
technology or customer satisfaction for the price of an Outdoor Revolution Awning or tent. 

We invented and perfected the following technological advances in the lightweight awning market:

•	 420 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix fabric – This has the highest tensile strength of any lightweight awning fabric
•	 Tintz Tinted Windows – Give a great contemporary feel and reduce glare, increasing comfort
•	 The Dynamic Speed Valve (DSV) – The quickest, easiest, most reliable Air Valve on the market
•	 The Intelligent Frame (IF) – The only Patent Pending pressure regulator on the market, with a *LIFETIME GUARANTEE
•	 Sunpro UV – Protects the fabric from the harmful rays of the sun and can make the fabric last up to 3 times longer than 
 any untreated awning.
•	 Single Tube Inflation	–	Easy	and	simplicity	of	design	personified
•	 Stability Bar System – We have created the most stable lightweight awnings available

Air Frame Single Inflation Point compared to Multiple Points

An	awning	requires	the	same	amount	of	air	to	fill	the	frame	irrespective	of	inflation	points	and	it	will	take	you	approximately	the	
same	time	to	fill	the	frame	from	one	inflation	point	or	multiple;	in	fact,	using	one	point	can	be	more	difficult	as	you	have	to	force	
the	air	from	one	side	of	the	awning	to	the	other	through	one	small	hole.	Multiple	inflation	points	can	be	and	more	often	are	the	
easier and quicker option.

These	competitors	are	desperately	working	to	copy	patent	pending	technology	and	designs	to	introduce	into	future	ranges;	again,	
we	consider	that	imitation	is	the	sincerest	form	of	flattery.

The most important element of this is the look of the awning from the inside, as this is where you will be spending your time. 
Outdoor Revolution	Awnings	and	Tents	have	very	clean,	uncluttered	interior	designs,	with	large	open	windows;	some	of	our	
competition have taps, tubes, pipes and lots of clutter… ALWAYS buy an awning from the inside looking out as this is where you 
will spend most of your time.

Wind Resistance

Please be aware, NO AWNINGS ARE TOTALLY WINDPROOF!!! Selling one that ‘claims to be’ can seriously damage the awning, 
the vehicle and not to mention personal injury…The disgruntled customer will return to the retailer for recompense... the 
manufacturer ‘may’ guarantee the awning, but will not pay for the repair of a vehicle damaged as a result of high winds.

The Outdoor Revolution Air Frame

Outdoor Revolution have the very best Air tube on the Market, we have combined the tried and tested Dynamic Speed Valve 
(the quickest, easiest, most reliable valve available) with a Patent Pending Intelligent Frame (IF), to create the strongest largest 
diameter	tube	on	the	market.	The	IF	regulates	the	air	pressure	in	the	tube	to	stop	over	inflation	and	react	against	changes	in	
external	ambient	temperature…our	competitors	will	try	to	lead	you	to	believe	that	your	awning,	or	tent	frame	will	be	completely	
deflated	in	the	morning	after	a	cold	night….NONSENSE!	We	would	always	recommend	4	PSI,	the	relief	valve	on	the	IF	has	been	
set to 6 PSI and will only release the surplus air. You will not notice any difference to the appearance of the frame across the 
duration	of	your	holiday…	in	only	the	most	extreme	conditions	you	may	have	to	top	the	air	up	a	little,	but	better	that	than	a	burst	
tube!

Our Retail Partners have told us that our Competitors returns rate of faulty product is unacceptable and causes problems for 
them and their customers.

         As	the	Pioneers	and	Innovators	within	this	field,	Outdoor Revolution	are	so	confident	in	the		 	
          reliability of any product with an Intelligent Frame that we offer a *LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the  
          Air Tube, with an IF Valve…
          
                ...NO other manufacturer has the confidence to offer this warranty!



The Oxygen Porchlite & Porchlite XL is the ultimate lightweight inflatable 
awning for couples or to be used for additional storage space; ideal for touring 
and weekends away. The design of the Porchlite is a modern twist on the original 
Outdoor Revolution hero products. The combination of the exclusive Dynamic 
Speed Valve and the most robust air tube on the market provides great stability, 
with only one inflation point. The 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix fabric 
is incredibly strong yet lightweight; providing the optimum lightweight to 
strength ratio. The light coloured material reflects the suns heat creating a 
cooler environment and the Tintz Tinted Windows allow the outside in whilst 
protecting you from the elements.
The only difference between the Porchlite and the Porchlite XL is the height of 
the rear adjustable cowl. Please see table below.  

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“An Ultra-Lite porch 
air frame awning with all 
the technical features of 
its larger counterparts”

Material: Acrylix 150D Double Rip-stop polyester 
with a 6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Oxygen Airframe: with hand inflation pump, 
carbon roof pole, steel ground pegs and draft 
skirt included
Special Features: Dynamic Speed Valve, 
Endurance Storm Straps, Carbon roof Pole, Tintz 
tinted windows, Sunpro UV protection, Vortex 
Ventilation System, Extra wide doors.
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

OXYGEN PORCHLITE / XL                                                                                                                                                      OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CARAVAN - MOTORHOME

Online Video Link
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Model Width Depth Height Range Pack Size Weight	(approx)
Oxygen Porchlite            260cm       250cm       235 - 250cm    80 x 35 x 40            12.5kg

Oxygen Porchlite XL       260cm       250cm       250 - 270cm     80 x 35 x 40            12.5kg More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 



The Oxygen Speed 1 is the single inflation tube mid sized lightweight awning 
ideal for small families or couples with pets. The larger footprint allows more 
versatility of use and can accommodate a clip in double inner tent. New for 
2015 an optional annexe can be fitted to the left hand side to create superb 
additional sleeping or storage space. The combination of the exclusive Dynamic 
Speed Valve and the most robust air tube on the market provides superb 
stability, with only one inflation point. The 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix 
fabric is incredibly strong yet lightweight; providing the optimum lightweight 
to strength ratio. The light coloured material reflects the suns heat creating a 
cooler environment and the Tintz Tinted Windows allow the outside in whilst 
protecting you from the elements.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“A compact, lightweight    
  and incredibly stable,   
  quick and easy to erect 
  air frame awning”

Material: Acrylix 150D Double Rip-stop polyester 
with a 6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Oxygen Airframe: with hand inflation pump, 
carbon roof pole, steel ground pegs and draft 
skirt included
Special Features: Dynamic Speed Valve, 
Endurance Storm Straps, Carbon roof Pole, Tintz 
tinted windows, Sunpro UV protection, Vortex 
Ventilation System, Extra wide doors, Compatible 
with the Oxygen Speed Annexe (shown top right, 
details on page 8)
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

OXYGEN PORCHLITE / XL                                                                                                                                                      OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CARAVAN - MOTORHOME OXYGEN SPEED 1                                                                                                                                                                        OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CARAVAN - MOTORHOME

Online Video Link

Model Width Depth Height Range Pack Size (cm) Weight	(approx)
Oxygen Speed 1 350cm 250cm   235 - 250cm            80 x 40 x 35                    13kg More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

Oxygen Speed Annexe



The Oxygen Speed 2 is ideal for touring and longer stays, perfect for larger 
families. An optional inflatable annexe can be fitted to the left hand side to 
create superb additional sleeping or storage space. The larger footprint allows 
more versatility of use and can accommodate a clip in double inner tent. The 
combination of the exclusive Dynamic Speed Valve and the most robust air tube 
on the market provides superb stability, with only one inflation point. The Integra 
Roof Pole System provides the perfect balance of the lightweight properties of 
a single inflation airframe combined with a single steel integra pole for ultimate 
strength. The 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix fabric is incredibly strong yet 
lightweight; providing the optimum lightweight to strength ratio.
 
To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“A hybrid awning, 
combining modern
air frame technology 
with the added stability 
of a rigid pole”

Material: Acrylix 150D Double Rip-stop polyester 
with a 6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Oxygen Airframe: with hand inflation pump, 
carbon roof pole, steel ground pegs and draft 
skirt included
Special Features: Dynamic Speed Valve, Integra 
Roof Pole System, Endurance Storm Straps, Tintz 
tinted windows, Sunpro UV protection, Vortex 
Ventilation System, Extra wide doors, Compatible 
with the Oxygen Speed Annexe. (Page 8)
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

OXYGEN SPEED 2                                                                                                                                                                         OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CARAVAN - MOTORHOME

Model Width Depth Height Range Pack Size (cm) Weight	(approx)
Oxygen Speed 2 400cm 280cm   235 - 250cm   80 x 40 x 35                 14.5kg

Online Video Link
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More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 



The Oxygen Speed 3 is the largest footprint of the speed range, ideal for larger 
families and great for social gatherings. An optional inflatable annexe can be 
fitted to the left hand side to create superb additional sleeping or storage space. 
The larger footprint allows more versatility of use and can accommodate a clip 
in double inner tent. The combination of the exclusive Dynamic Speed Valve 
and the most robust air tube on the market provides superb stability, with only 
one inflation point.  The Integra Roof Pole System provides additional strength 
and stability to the awning creating ultimate lightweight combination of Airframe 
and Carbon Poles. The 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix fabric is incredibly 
strong yet lightweight; providing the optimum lightweight to strength ratio.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see 
videos and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“A spacious awning, 
combining modern
air frame technology 
with adjustable pole 
stability”

Material: Acrylix 150D Double Rip-stop polyester 
with a 6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Oxygen Airframe: with hand inflation pump, 
carbon roof pole, steel ground pegs and draft 
skirt included
Special Features: Dynamic Speed Valve, Integra 
Roof Pole System, Endurance Storm Straps, Tintz 
tinted windows, Sunpro UV protection, Vortex 
Ventilation System, Extra wide doors, Compatible 
with the Oxygen Speed Annexe (page 8).
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

OXYGEN SPEED 2                                                                                                                                                                         OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CARAVAN - MOTORHOME OXYGEN SPEED 3                                                                                                                                                                         OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CARAVAN - MOTORHOME

Model Width Depth Height Range Pack Size (cm) Weight	(approx)
Oxygen Speed 3 500cm 280cm   235 - 250cm    80 x 45 x 40                   21.5kg More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 



The Oxygen Speed Annexe is a contemporary new take on the annexe format. This stylish 
annexe features Oxygen Airframe Technology and is an incredible easy single tube inflation 
design. Ideal for extra storage or additional sleeping space for two people, this annexe really 
will improve your awning’s functionality.

Material: 150 Double Rip-stop polyester.
Special Features: Oxygen Airframe Dynamic Speed Valve, Sunpro UV protection, Vortex 
Ventilation System. Compatible with the Oxygen Speed Awning range. Left side fitting only.
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see videos and find 
your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

OXYGEN SPEED ANNEXE                                                                                                                                                      OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CARAVAN - MOTORHOME
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“A contemporary new 
take on the annexe 
format. With Oxygen 
Airframe Technology, 
an incredibly easy single 
tube inflation design”



The CompactAirLite 280 is the ultimate lightweight inflatable awning for couples or 
additional storage space; the exclusive 420 Denier Double
Rip-stop Acrylix fabric has the highest tensile strength of any blow up awning material, 
which no other manufacturer uses. An optional inflatable annexe can be fitted on either 
side, which creates superb additional sleeping or storage space. The original Dynamic 
Speed Valve is the easiest, most reliable valve available; this aligned with the exclusive, 
and patent pending, Intelligent Frame has created the optimum Air Frame on all three 
Air Frame tubes in this awning! To give added peace of mind, all Air Frames with an 
Intelligent Frame come with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE*, no other manufacturer has the 
confidence to offer this. 

“The perfect awning for couples 
needing additional, usable living space ”
Material: Acrylix 420 Double Rip-stop polyester with a 6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Oxygen Airframe: with hand inflation pump, steel ground pegs and draft skirt 
included
Special Features: Dynamic Speed Valve, Intelligent frame, Endurance Storm Straps, 
Tintz tinted windows, Sunpro UV protection, Vortex Ventilation System. Mesh zip-in 
side doors. Compatible with the CompactAirLite Annexe. (Shown on page 12)
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

Model Width Depth Height Range Pack Size (cm)   Weight	(approx)
CompactAirLite 280        280cm     280cm        235 - 250cm        85 x 40 x 40           17.5kg

Online Video Link

NEW

FOR 2015

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

OXYGEN COMPACT-AIRLITE 280                                                                                                                                                                           OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CARAVANOXYGEN SPEED ANNEXE                                                                                                                                                      OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CARAVAN - MOTORHOME

Shown with an optional 2 berth inner tent.
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The CompactAirLite 340 is the mid sized ultimate lightweight inflatable awning 
suitable for young families or couples with pets; the exclusive 420 Denier Double Rip-
stop Acrylix fabric has the highest tensile strength of any blow up awning material, 
which no other manufacturer uses. An optional inflatable annexe can be fitted on either 
side, which creates superb additional sleeping or storage space. The original Dynamic 
Speed Valve is the easiest, most reliable valve available; this aligned with the exclusive, 
and patent pending, Intelligent Frame has created the optimum Air Frame on all three 
Air Frame tubes in this awning! To give added peace of mind, all Air Frames with an 
Intelligent Frame come with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE*, no other manufacturer has 
the confidence to offer this.

“The perfect awning for families needing 
additional usable living space ”
Material: Acrylix 420 Double Rip-stop polyester with a 6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Oxygen Airframe: with hand inflation pump, steel ground pegs and draft skirt 
included
Special Features: Dynamic Speed Valve, Intelligent frame, Endurance Storm Straps, 
Tintz tinted windows, Sunpro UV protection, Vortex Ventilation System. Mesh zip-in 
side doors. Compatible with the CompactAirLite Annexe (Page 12).
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see videos 
and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

Model Width Depth Height Range Pack Size (cm)    Weight	(approx)
CompactAirLite 340        340cm     280cm        235 - 250cm        85 x 40 x 45            18.5kg

NEW

FOR 2015

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

OXYGEN COMPACT-AIRLITE 340                                                                                                                                                                           OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CARAVAN



The CompactAirLite 420 is the ultimate lightweight inflatable awning ideal for larger 
families with incredible usable living space; the exclusive 420 Denier Double Rip-stop 
Acrylix fabric has the highest tensile strength of any blow up awning material, which no 
other manufacturer uses. An optional inflatable annexe can be fitted on either side, which 
creates superb additional sleeping or storage space. The original Dynamic Speed Valve 
is the easiest, most reliable valve available; this aligned with the exclusive, and patent 
pending, Intelligent Frame has created the optimum Air Frame on all four Air Frame 
tubes in this awning! To give added peace of mind, all Air Frames with an Intelligent 
Frame come with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE*, no other manufacturer has the confidence 
to offer this. 

“DSV and IF technology creates the most reliable, 
rapid and stable Air Frame Tube available ”
Material: Acrylix 420 Double Rip-stop polyester with a 6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Oxygen Airframe: with hand inflation pump, steel ground pegs and draft skirt 
included
Special Features: Dynamic Speed Valve, Intelligent frame, Endurance Storm Straps, 
Tintz tinted windows, Sunpro UV protection, Vortex Ventilation System. Mesh zip-in 
side doors. Compatible with the CompactAirLite Annexe
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

Model Width Depth Height Range Pack Size (cm)  Weight	(approx)
CompactAirLite 420        420cm      280cm       235 - 250cm         90 x 40 x 50            21kg

Online Video Link

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

NEW

FOR 2015

OXYGEN COMPACT-AIRLITE 420                                                                                                                                                                         OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CARAVANOXYGEN COMPACT-AIRLITE 340                                                                                                                                                                           OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CARAVAN
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The CompactAirLite Annexe uses Oxygen Airframe Technology and zips on to either side of the CompactAirLite 280, 
340 and 420. The inflatable annexe provides superb additional sleeping space and can accommodate a double air bed, or 
creates extra storage space. The original Dynamic Speed Valve is the easiest, most reliable valve available; this aligned with 
the exclusive, and patent pending, Intelligent Frame has created the optimum Air Frame on all four Air Frame tubes in this 
awning! To give added peace of mind, all Air Frames with an Intelligent Frame come with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE*, no 
other manufacturer has the confidence to offer this. The 300 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix fabric is incredibly strong yet 
lightweight; providing the optimum lightweight to strength ratio. The annexe comes equipped with a double inner tent, which 
comfortably fits a double air bed.

“A convenient 
Airframe, 2 person 
sleeping compartment 
or can simply be used as 
valuable storage space” Material: Acrylix 420 Double Rip-stop polyester with a 6000mm Hydrostatic Head.

Oxygen Airframe: Steel ground pegs and draft skirt included
Special Features: Dynamic Speed Valve, Intelligent frame, Endurance Storm Straps, Tintz tinted windows, Sunpro UV protection, 
Vortex Ventilation System. Compatible with the CompactAirLite 280, 340 & 420.
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see videos and find your nearest retailer,
visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

Model     Width     Depth      Pack Size (cm)     Weight	(approx)
CompactAirLite Annexe      200cm      225cm        90 x 40 x 50                  7.5kg

NEW

FO
R 20

15

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

OXYGEN COMPACT-AIRLITE ANNEXE                                                                                                                                                OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING ANNEXE // CARAVAN



NEW

FOR 2015

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

The Corsair 280 is ideal for couples requiring extra living space or storage space 
on short weekend breaks. The Corsair is the entry level Air awning from Outdoor 
Revolution; this awning provides all the lightweight benefits of the Oxygen air 
framed awnings, but retailing at a very attractive price point. The Corsair benefits 
from crystal clear windows, 150 denier fabric and is incredibly stable. There 
are access doors at either side and also at the front. The 3000mm Hydrostatic 
Head ensures that the awning remains exceptionally waterproof in wet weather 
conditions. This is a great ‘starter Air-awning’ at a very attractive price.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see 
videos and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“All the lightweight 
benefits of the Oxygen 
air framed awnings, 
but retailing at a very 
attractive price point”

Material: 150 D polyester with a 3000mm 
Hydrostatic Head.
Airframe: with hand inflation pump, steel ground 
pegs, draught skirt, rear pad poles and two 
additional inflatable stability frames.
Special Features: 3000mm Hydrostatic Head, 
Ventilation System, Winged Door Canopy, Boston 
Inflation Valve, Complete with Inflation Pump, 
Ground Sheet, Draught Skirt and Rear Pad Poles. 
Colour: Ivory / Black

Model Width Depth Height Range Pack Size Weight	(approx)
Corsair 280                       280cm     240cm       235 - 250cm    83 x 35 x 35              19kg

Material: Acrylix 420 Double Rip-stop polyester with a 6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Oxygen Airframe: Steel ground pegs and draft skirt included
Special Features: Dynamic Speed Valve, Intelligent frame, Endurance Storm Straps, Tintz tinted windows, Sunpro UV protection, 
Vortex Ventilation System. Compatible with the CompactAirLite 280, 340 & 420.
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see videos and find your nearest retailer,
visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

CORSAIR 280                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    AIR FRAME AWNING // CARAVAN

NEW

FOR 2015
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NEW

FOR 2015

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

The Corsair 390 is perfect for small families providing extra living space or 
storage space. The Corsair is the entry level Air awning from Outdoor Revolution; 
this awning provides all the lightweight benefits of the Oxygen air framed 
awnings, but retailing at a very attractive price point. The Corsair benefits from 
crystal clear windows, 150 denier fabric and is incredibly stable. There are 
access doors at either side and also at the front. The 3000mm Hydrostatic 
Head ensures that the awning remains exceptionally waterproof in wet weather 
conditions. This is a great ‘starter Air-awning’ at a very attractive price.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see  
videos and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“An entry level awning 
with many features 
found in more expensive 
models”

Material: 150 D polyester with a 3000mm 
Hydrostatic Head.
Airframe: with hand inflation pump, steel 
ground pegs, draft skirt, rear pad poles and two 
additional inflatable stability frames.
Special Features: 3000mm Hydrostatic Head, 
Ventilation System, Winged Door Canopy, Boston 
Inflation Valve, Complete with Inflation Pump, 
Ground Sheet, Draught Skirt and Rear Pad Poles. 
Colour: Ivory / Black

Model Width Depth Height Range Pack Size Weight	(approx)
Corsair 280                      390cm     240cm        235 - 250cm    83 x 83 x 38            23.5kg

CORSAIR 390                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     AIR FRAME AWNING // CARAVAN



The Compactalite Pro Classic 250 & 325 are the perfect pole and sleeve awning for 
smaller caravans for short weekend breaks. Ideal for couples, providing extra living space 
or superb storage space. It is one of the most stable lightweight awnings available; 
the 150 Denier Double Rip stop Acrylix material with 5000mm Hydrostatic Head 
has an incredible strength to weight ratio, and cannot be matched by any competitor. 
The Compactalite is one of the quickest and easiest awnings to erect, and through its 
incredible strength, thanks to the Stability Bar System, is wholly reliable; this is the 
awning that every other manufacture has copied and has set the standards to which 
others will be judged. All the poles are adjustable to provide perfect pitching on uneven 
ground and enable adjustment in differing weather conditions.

“The perfect pole and sleeve awnings for smaller 
caravans for short weekend breaks & small families 
requiring extra living space”

Material: Acrylix 150D Double Rip-stop material with a 5000mm Hydrostatic head.
Adjustable Steel Frame: with steel ground pegs and matching draft skirt included
Special Features: Endurance Storm Straps, Tintz tinted windows, Sunpro UV 
protection, Vortex Ventilation System, Stability Bar System & Mesh Zip-in Side Doors.
Colour: Blue / Graphite

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

Model Width   Depth    Height Range     Pack Size (cm)    Weight	(approx)
Compactalite Pro Classic 250     250cm     235cm       235 - 250cm           80 x 35 x 30        19kg

Compactalite Pro Classic 325     325cm     235cm       235 - 250cm          85 x 35 x 30                 22kg

325 Online Video Link250 Online Video Link

COMPACTALITE PRO CLASSIC 250 & 325                                                                                                                                                                  LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // CARAVANCORSAIR 390                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     AIR FRAME AWNING // CARAVAN



The Compactalite Pro Integra 250 is the perfect pole and sleeve awning for smaller 
caravans for short weekend breaks. Ideal for couples, providing extra living space or 
superb storage space. It is one of the most stable lightweight awnings available; the 300 
Denier Double Rip stop material with 5000mm Hydrostatic Head has an incredible 
strength to weight ratio and cannot be matched by any competitor. The Compactalite 
is one of the quickest and easiest awnings to erect, and through its incredible strength, 
thanks to the Stability Bar System, is wholly reliable; this is the awning that every other 
manufacturer has copied and has set the standards to which others will be judged. All 
the poles are adjustable to provide perfect pitching on uneven ground and enable 
adjustment in differing weather conditions.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the video 
and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com 

“The Compactalite Pro Integra 250 is one of the 
quickest and easiest awnings to erect”
Material: Acrylix 300D Double Rip-stop fabric with a 5000mm Hydrostatic Head
Adjustable Steel Frame: with steel ground pegs and matching draft skirt included
Special Features: Integra Roof Pole System, Endurance Storm Straps, Tintz tinted 
windows, Sunpro UV protection, Vortex Ventilation System, Stability Bar System, 
Extra Wide Wheel Chair & Push Chair Friendly Doors, and Mesh Zip-in Side Doors. 
Compatible with the Compactalite Pro Integra Annexe (Page 19).
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

COMPACTALITE PRO INTEGRA 250                                                                                                                                                                                LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // CARAVAN

Model Width   Depth    Height Range     Pack Size (cm)    Weight	(approx)
Compactalite Pro Integra 250     250cm     250cm       235 - 250cm          80 x 40 x 35         23kg

Online Video Link

16. 

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 



The Compactalite Pro Integra 325 is the perfect pole and sleeve awning for smaller 
caravans for short weekend breaks. Ideal for couples, providing extra living space or 
superb storage space. It is one of the most stable lightweight awnings available; the 300 
Denier Double Rip stop material with 5000mm Hydrostatic Head has an incredible 
strength to weight ratio and cannot be matched by any competitor. The Compactalite 
is one of the quickest and easiest awnings to erect, and through its incredible strength, 
thanks to the Stability Bar System, is wholly reliable; this is the awning that every other 
manufacturer has copied and has set the standards to which others will be judged. All 
the poles are adjustable to provide perfect pitching on uneven ground and enable 
adjustment in differing weather conditions.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see video and 
find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“The Compactalite Pro Integra 325 is one of the 
most stable lightweight awnings available”
Material: Acrylix 300D Double Rip-stop fabric with a 5000mm Hydrostatic Head
Adjustable Steel Frame: with steel ground pegs and matching draft skirt included
Special Features: Integra Roof Pole System, Endurance Storm Straps, Tintz tinted 
windows, Sunpro UV protection, Vortex Ventilation System, Stability Bar System, 
Extra Wide Wheel Chair & Push Chair Friendly Doors and Mesh Zip-in Side Doors. 
Compatible with the Compactalite Pro Integra Annexe (Page 19).
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

COMPACTALITE PRO INTEGRA 250                                                                                                                                                                                LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // CARAVAN COMPACTALITE PRO INTEGRA 325                                                                                                                                                                                      LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // CARAVAN

Model Width   Depth    Height Range     Pack Size (cm)    Weight	(approx)
Compactalite Pro Integra 325     325cm     250cm       235 - 250cm          85 x 40 x 35          27kg

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 



COMPACTALITE PRO INTEGRA 375 HEX                                                                                                                                                                        LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // CARAVAN

Model              Width     Depth    Height Range    Pack Size (cm)    Weight	(approx)
Compactalite Pro Integra 375 HEX      375cm     280cm       235 - 250cm         85 x 45 x 35    29kg

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

Online Video Link

The Compactalite Pro Integra 375 HEX is the perfect pole and sleeve awning 
for caravans for short weekend breaks. Ideal for families, providing extra living 
space or superb storage space. It is one of the most stable lightweight awnings 
available; the 300 Denier Double Rip stop material with 5000mm Hydrostatic 
head has an incredible strength to weight ratio and cannot be matched by any 
competitor. The Compactalite is one of the quickest and easiest awnings to erect, 
and through its incredible strength, thanks to the Stability Bar System, is wholly 
reliable; this is the awning that every other manufacturer has copied and has 
set the standards to which others will be judged. All the poles are adjustable to 
provide perfect pitching on uneven ground and enable adjustment in differing 
weather conditions.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“Ideal for families, 
providing extra living 
space or superb storage 
space”

Material: Acrylix 300D Double Rip-stop fabric 
with a 5000mm Hydrostatic Head
Adjustable Steel Frame: with steel ground pegs 
and matching draft skirt included
Special Features: Integra Roof Pole System, 
Endurance Storm Straps, Tintz tinted windows, 
Sunpro UV protection, Vortex Ventilation System, 
Stability Bar System, Extra Wide Wheel Chair & 
Push Chair Friendly Doors and Mesh Zip-in Side 
Doors. Compatible with the Compactalite Pro 
Integra Annexe (Page 19).
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

18. 



COMPACTALITE PRO INTEGRA 375 HEX                                                                                                                                                                        LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // CARAVAN COMPACTALITE PRO INTEGRA ANNEXE                                                                                                                                                                            LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // CARAVAN

Model              Width     Depth    Pack Size (cm)    Weight	(approx)
Compactalite Pro Integra Annexe       225cm      200cm         80 x 30 x 20              6.5kg

Compactalite Pro Integra Annexe comes complete with an inner tent suitable 
for sleeping 2 people and is detachable if you want to use the annexe for storage.

The annexe can be fitted to the complete integra range and an additional annexe 
can be purchased if you want to fit an annexe to both sides of your awning.

Compatible with all Compactalite Pro Integra models

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see 
videos and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“A spacious sleeping  
annexe which is 
compatible with
all Compactalite
Pro Integra models”

Material: Acrylix 300D Double Rip-stop fabric 
with a 5000mm Hydrostatic Head
Steel Frame: with steel ground pegs
Special Features: Sunpro UV protection.
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 



The Oxygen Movelite 2 / 2XL forms part of the very best range of blow-up 
drive-away awnings available; this compact model is ideal for couples. The 150 
Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix fabric is incredibly strong, yet still lightweight. 
Its two Airframes benefit from the original Dynamic Speed Valve, the most 
reliable valve on the market, plus an Intelligent Frame that self regulates the 
air inside the tube to protect from over inflation; this creates the most reliable 
Airframe existing and comes with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE*. The air canopy 
above the side door gives added protection and the windows on the side doors 
allow additional light. The 6000mm waterproofing gives unequalled peace 
of mind. No other product on the market has these features; buy from the 
innovators, not the imitators.
The only difference between the Movelite 2 and Movelite 2XL is the height of 
the rear adjustable cowl. Movelite 2 fits vehicles from 180-240cm to the awning 
channel. The Movelite 2XL fits vehicles from 240-290cm to the awning channel.

“The very best range 
of blow-up drive-away 
awnings available on the 
market today”

Material: 150 D Double Rip-stop polyester with a 
6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Oxygen Airframe: with hand inflation pump, steel 
ground pegs.
Special Features: Dynamic Speed Valve, 
Exclusive Intelligent Frame Relief Valve, Vortex 
Vents, Tintz Tinted Windows, Sun Pro UV
Endurance Storm Straps, Extra wide Wheelchair 
and Pushchair Friendly Doors, Mesh Zip-in Doors, 
plus an extra convenient zipped side door on the 
vehicle connection cowl. 

Colour: Ivory / Graphite

OXYGEN MOVELITE 2 / 2XL                                                                                                                                                                             OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CAMPERVAN

Online Video Link

Model Width Depth Height Range Pack Size (cm)    Weight	(approx)
Oxygen Movelite 2          310cm     240cm        180 - 240cm         90 x 45 x 40            14.5kg

Oxygen Movelite 2          310cm     240cm        240 - 290cm         90 x 45 x 40            14.5kg

20. 

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 



OXYGEN MOVELITE 2 / 2XL                                                                                                                                                                             OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CAMPERVAN

The Oxygen Movelite Duo / Duo XL drive away is the latest addition to 
the Outdoor Revolution range of air framed awnings; this awning gives ideal 
additional space for couples and families. The 150 Denier Double Rip-stop 
Acrylix fabric is incredibly strong and very lightweight. Its Airframes benefit from 
the original Dynamic Speed Valve, the most reliable valve on the market, plus 
an Intelligent Frame that self regulates the air inside the tube to protect from 
over inflation; this creates the most reliable Airframe existing and comes with 
a LIFETIME GUARANTEE*. The air canopy above the side door gives added 
protection and the windows on the side doors allow additional light. The 6000mm 
waterproofing gives unequalled peace of mind. We produce the quality by which 
all awnings should be judged.
The only difference between the Movelite Duo and the Duo XL is the height of 
the rear adjustable cowl. Please see table below.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“An awning which gives 
ideal additional space for 
couples and families”

OXYGEN MOVELITE DUO / XL                                                                                                  OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CAMPERVAN - MOTORHOME

Online Video Link

Model      Width      Depth    Height Range   Pack Size  (cm)  Weight	(approx)
Oxygen Movelite DUO         350cm     280cm        180 - 240cm         90 x 50 x 40                21kg

Oxygen Movelite DUO XL    350cm     280cm        240 - 290cm         90 x 50 x 40                21 kg

NEW

FOR 2015

Material: 150 D Double Rip-stop polyester with a 
6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Oxygen Airframe: with hand inflation pump, steel 
ground pegs.
Special Features: Dynamic Speed Valve, 
Exclusive Intelligent Frame Relief Valve, Vortex 
Vents, Tintz Tinted Windows, Sun Pro UV
Endurance Storm Straps, Extra wide Wheelchair 
and Pushchair Friendly Doors, Mesh Zip-In Doors 
plus an extra convenient zipped side door on the 
vehicle connection cowl. 
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 



22. 

The Oxygen Movelite 3 / 3XL is one of the best blow-up drive-away awnings 
available; ideal for family holidays and has sleeping capacity for up to four people. 
The 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix fabric is incredibly strong, yet still 
lightweight. Its three Airframes benefit from the original Dynamic Speed Valve, 
the most reliable valve on the market, plus an Intelligent Frame that self regulates 
the air inside the tube to protect from over inflation; this creates the most reliable 
Airframe existing and comes with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE*. The air canopy 
above the side door gives added protection and the windows on the side doors 
allow additional light. The 6000mm waterproofing gives unequalled peace of 
mind. An optional 2/4 person micro polyester inner tent is also available.
The only difference between the Movelite 3 and the Movelite 3XL is the height 
of the rear adjustable cowl. Please see table below. No other product on the 
market has these features; trust the innovators, not the imitators.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“Ideal for family holidays 
and has sleeping 
capacity for up to four 
people”

Material: 150 D Double Rip-stop polyester with a 
6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Oxygen Airframe: with hand inflation pump, steel 
ground pegs.
Special Features: Dynamic Speed Valve, Exclusive 
Intelligent Frame Relief Valve, Vortex Vents, Tintz 
Tinted Windows, Sun Pro UV
Endurance Storm Straps, Extra wide Wheelchair and 
Pushchair Friendly Doors, plus an extra convenient 
zipped side door on the vehicle connection cowl. 
Featuring the new special dark micro polyester 
inner tent for the perfect sleeping environment.
Colour: Ivory / Graphite
Online Video Link

Model Width Depth Height Range    Pack Size (cm) Weight	(approx)
Oxygen Movelite 3          480cm     310cm        180 - 240cm       90 x 55 x 40          21.5kg

Oxygen Movelite 3XL      480cm     310cm        240 - 290cm       90 x 55 x 40          21.5kg More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

OXYGEN MOVELITE 3 / 3XL                                                                                                                    OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // CAMPERVAN - MOTORHOME



The Oxygen Movelite Kombi model is the largest blow-up drive-away awnings 
on the market. The 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix fabric is incredibly 
strong, yet still lightweight. Its three Airframes benefit from the original Dynamic 
Speed Valve, the most reliable valve on the market, plus an Intelligent Frame that 
self regulates the air inside the tube to protect from over inflation; this creates the 
most reliable Airframe existing and comes with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE*. The 
air canopy above the side door gives added protection and the windows on the 
side doors allow additional light. The 6000mm waterproofing gives unequalled 
peace of mind. Featuring the new special dark 4 berth micro polyester inner tent 
for the perfect sleeping environment.
No other product on the market has these features; buy from the innovators, not 
the imitators.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“A light, airy and 
comfortable driveaway 
awning to relax and 
enjoy the surroundings”

Material: 150 D Double Rip-stop polyester with a 
6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Oxygen Airframe: with hand inflation pump, steel 
ground pegs.
Special Features: Dynamic Speed Valve, 
Exclusive Intelligent Frame relief valve, Vortex 
Vents, Tintz Tinted Windows, Sun Pro UV
Endurance Storm Straps, Extra wide Wheelchair 
and Pushchair Friendly Doors. Mesh Zip-in Doors 
to the Front and Side.
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

Online Video Link

Model  Width Depth Height Range Pack Size (cm)    Weight	(approx)
Oxygen Movelite Kombi   620cm     310cm       180 - 240cm         90 x 55 x 40            29.5kg

NEW

FOR 2015

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

OXYGEN MOVELITE KOMBI                                                                                                                                                                          OXYGEN AIR FRAME AWNING // MOTORHOME



The Movelite Pro XL Classic is the perfect pole and sleeve awning for 
motorhomes for short weekend breaks. Ideal for couples, providing extra living 
space or superb storage space. The 150 Denier Double Rip-stop material with 
6000mm Hydrostatic head has an incredible strength to weight ratio and cannot 
be matched by any competitor. Protected with Sun Pro UV, the material will not 
fade or go brittle, it will maintain its quality for up to three times longer than any 
alternative manufacturer’s unprotected material. The Tintz Tinted Windows 
allow the outside in whilst reducing the glare from the sun, creating the most 
comfortable environment possible.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“Ideal for couples, 
providing extra living 
space or superb
storage space”

Material: 150 D Double Rip-stop polyester with a 
6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Steel Frame: steel ground pegs.
Special Features: Right & left doors with zip up 
front door, Tintz Tinted Windows, Mesh Doors, 
Zip-in Curtains. Compatible with the Movelite pro 
Classic Annexe (above)
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

MOVELITE PRO XL CLASSIC                                                                                                                                                     LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // CAMPERVAN - MOTORHOME

Model                              Width     Depth    Height Range   Pack Size (cm)  Weight	(approx)
Movelite Pro XL Classic    300cm   300cm     240 - 290cm   80 x 30 x 35                20kg

24. 

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 



The Movelite Pro Maxi Classic is the perfect pole and sleeve awning for 
motorhomes for short weekend breaks. Ideal for couples, providing extra living 
space or superb storage space. The 150 Denier Double Rip-stop material with 
6000mm Hydrostatic head has an incredible strength to weight ratio and cannot 
be matched by any competitor. Protected with Sun Pro UV, the material will not 
fade or go brittle, it will maintain its quality for up to three times longer than any 
alternative manufacturer’s unprotected material. The Tintz Tinted Windows 
allow the outside in whilst reducing the glare from the sun, creating the most 
comfortable environment possible.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“The perfect pole 
and sleeve awning for 
larger campervans and 
motorhomes for short 
weekend breaks”

Material: 150 D Double Rip-stop polyester with a 
6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Steel Frame: steel ground pegs.
Special Features: Right & left doors with zip up 
front door. Right & left doors with zip up front 
door, Tintz Tinted Windows, Mesh Doors, Zip-
in Curtains. Compatible with the Movelite pro 
Classic Annexe
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

MOVELITE PRO XL CLASSIC                                                                                                                                                     LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // CAMPERVAN - MOTORHOME MOVELITE PRO MAXI CLASSIC                                                                                                                                              LIGHTWEIGHT  AWNING // CAMPERVAN - MOTORHOME

Model    Width    Depth   Height Range  Pack Size (cm)  Weight	(approx)
Oxygen Pro Maxi Classic    350cm     300cm     240 - 290cm         80 x 40 x 30            26kg More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 



The Movelite Cayman Snapper is a superb lightweight drive away awning for 
couples looking for that bit of extra space in addition to their vehicle; specifically 
designed to attach to smaller vehicles. The 68 Denier material with a 4000mm 
Hydro static head provides protection from the elements. The shaped fibreglass 
poles provide maximum headroom inside the awning. Available in three different 
colours, Chilli, Blue and Lime Green.

The awning has a 10,000mm hydro static head sewn in groundsheet to protect 
the awning from the elements.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see 
videos and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“Superb lightweight 
drive away awning for 
couples looking for that 
bit of extra space in 
addition to their vehicle”

Material: 68D polyester with a 4000mm 
Hydrostatic Head.
Fibreglass Frame: Steel ground pegs.
Special Features: Right & left doors with front 
door canopy.
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

MOVELITE CAYMAN SNAPPER                                                                                                                                               LIGHTWEIGHT  AWNING // CAMPERVAN - MOTORHOME

Model                                         Width    Depth Height Range  Pack Size (cm)    Weight	(approx)
Movelite Cayman Snapper        250cm     250cm       180 - 240cm          65 x 30 x 25                 11kg

26. 

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

Shown with optional canopy poles.



MOVELITE CAYMAN SNAPPER                                                                                                                                               LIGHTWEIGHT  AWNING // CAMPERVAN - MOTORHOME

The Movelite Cayman Tail is a superb lightweight drive away awning for couples 
looking for that bit of extra space in addition to their vehicle; specifically designed 
to attach to the rear of vans. The 68 Denier material with a 4000mm Hydro static 
head provides protection from the elements. The shaped fibreglass poles provide 
maximum headroom inside the awning.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see 
videos and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“Specifically designed 
to attach to the rear
of VW and similar style 
camper vans”

Material: 68D polyester with a 4000mm 
Hydrostatic Head.
Fibreglass Frame: steel ground pegs Special 
Features: Shaped Fibreglass Poles, Extra Wide 
Wheelchair and Pushchair Friendly Doors
Colour: Blue / Graphite

MOVELITE CAYMAN TAIL                                                                                                                                                                                              LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // CAMPERVAN 

Model                                   Width     Depth    Height Range    Pack Size (cm)    Weight	(approx)
Movelite Cayman Tail           240cm     240cm       180 - 240cm         65 x 30 x 30             10.57kg More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

Shown with optional canopy poles.
Shown with optional canopy poles.
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The Movelite Cayman is a superb lightweight drive away awning for couples 
looking for that bit of extra space in addition to their vehicle; specifically designed 
to attach to your campervan. The 68 Denier material with a 4000mm Hydro static 
head provides protection from the elements. The shaped fibreglass poles provide 
maximum headroom inside the awning. The awning has a 10,000mm hydro static 
head sewn in groundsheet to protect the awning from the elements and has a roll 
up door. Available in three different colours, Graphite, Lime Green, Chilli Red.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“Specifically designed 
to attach to your 
campervan”

Material: 68D polyester with a 4000mm 
Hydrostatic Head.
Fibreglass Frame: steel ground pegs Special 
Features: Shaped Fibreglass Poles, Extra Wide 
Wheelchair and Pushchair Friendly Doors. Zip-in 
Curtains.
Colour: Graphite / Lime Green / Chilli Red

MOVELITE CAYMAN                                                                                                                                                                                                      LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // MOTORHOME

Online Video Link

Model                                    Width     Depth    Height Range    Pack Size (cm)    Weight	(approx)
Movelite Cayman                 300cm     280cm       180 - 240cm         75 x 35 x 30                  11kg More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 



The Movelite Cayman XL is the high top version of the best selling Cayman but 
designed to fit taller motorhomes or campervans. This awning maintains the same 
features, including a sewn in groundsheet, two side doors and a large front door, 
which can be used as a canopy. The top vent provides greater ventilation. The 
Cayman XL is an ideal ‘’weekender’’ or driveaway awning and is ideal for storage 
or living space for a couple of adults, at a superb budget price.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“The high top version
of the best selling 
Movelite Cayman 
but designed to fit 
taller motorhomes or 
campervans”

Material: 68D 190T polyester 4000mm
Fibreglass Frame: steel ground pegs.
Special Features: Extra wide wheelchair and 
push chair friendly doors.
Colour: Blue / Charcoal

MOVELITE CAYMAN XL                                                                                                                                                               LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // CAMPERVAN - MOTORHOME

Online Video Link

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

Model Width Depth Height Range    Pack Size (cm) Weight	(approx)
Movelite Cayman   XL      300cm     300cm        240 - 290cm       75 x 35 x 30          11kg

MOVELITE CAYMAN                                                                                                                                                                                                      LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // MOTORHOME

Shown with optional canopy poles.
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The Movelite Cayman XLF is a superb lightweight drive away awning for couples 
looking for that bit of extra space in addition to their vehicle; specifically designed 
to attach to motorhomes and campervans. The 68 Denier material with a 4000mm 
Hydro static head provides protection from the elements. The shaped fibreglass 
poles provide maximum headroom inside the awning. The XLF is designed with a 
bedroom attached suitable to sleep four adults or to provide additional storage 
space. 

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“Suitable to sleep four 
adults or to provide 
additional storage 
space”

Material: 68D polyester with a 4000mm 
Hydrostatic Head.
Steel Frame: steel ground pegs.
Special Features: Integral bedroom annexe,
Extra wide wheelchair and push chair friendly 
doors.
Colour: Ivory / Blue

MOVELITE CAYMAN XLF                                                                                                                                                           LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // CAMPERVAN - MOTORHOME

Model                                        Length    Depth Height Range  Pack Size    Weight	(approx)
Movelite Cayman XLF               455cm     300cm       180 - 240cm      70 x 35 x 30            14.5kg More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 



MOVELITE CAYMAN CACOS                                                                                                                                                     LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // CAMPERVAN - MOTORHOME

The Movelite Cayman Cacos is the superb lightweight drive away awning for 
small families needing extra sleeping space or extra storage space. The 68 Denier 
material with a 4000mm Hydro static head provides protection from the elements. 
The shaped fibreglass poles provide maximum headroom inside the awning. The 
awning comes with a dark micro polyester five person inner tent that easily clips in 
to the awning.

The awning has a 10,000mm hydrostatic head sewn in groundsheet to protect the 
awning from the elements.

To learn more about this awning, accessories and the technologies used, see the 
video and find your nearest retailer, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“Superb lightweight 
drive away awning for 
small families needing 
extra sleeping space or 
extra storage space”

Material: 68D polyester with a 4000mm 
Hydrostatic Head.
Fibreglass Frame: steel ground pegs
Special Features: Sewn in Groundsheet. Mesh 
Side Door
Colour: Graphite / Ivory

Online Video Link

Model                                    Width     Depth    Height Range    Pack Size    Weight	(approx)
Movelite Cayman Cacos       605cm     380cm       180 - 240cm     80 x 45 x 40             22.5kg

MOVELITE CAYMAN XLF                                                                                                                                                           LIGHTWEIGHT AWNING // CAMPERVAN - MOTORHOME

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 
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TURISMO  XLS

The Turismo XLS has the added advantage of the 
attached 2 person sleeping annexe with inner tent 
which is designed to accommodate a standard 
double airbed.

Up to 240cm in height, as standard, the Turismo XLS 
complete with groundsheet, guy lines and interior 
storage pocket, with the added benefit of more 
outdoor cover.

Model                   Width     Depth      Pack Size    Weight	(approx)
Turismo XLS         440cm     240cm      70 x 30 x 55              14kg

Material: Polyester with a 3000mm Hydrostatic 
Head.
Fibreglass pole frame: steel ground pegs, guy 
lines, PE Groundsheet.
Canopy poles sold separately.
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

TURISMO SQUARE

The Turismo Square is an ideal drive away awning 
for people looking for something that is quick 
and easy to erect and to offer protection from the 
elements.

This awning has both a large roll up front door and 
two side doors for complete flexibility.

Complete with groundsheet, guy lines and interior 
storage pocket, with the added benefit of more 
outdoor cover.

Model                   Width     Depth      Pack Size    Weight	(approx)
Turismo Square    200cm     200cm      70 x 35 x 55            10.5kg

Material: Polyester with a 3000mm Hydrostatic 
Head.
Fibreglass pole frame: steel ground pegs, guy 
lines, PE Groundsheet.
Canopy poles sold separately.
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

TURISMO  XS

The Turismo XS is an ideal drive away awning for 
people looking for something that is quick and easy 
to erect and to offer protection from the elements.

This awning has both a large roll up front door and 
two side door for complete flexibility.

Complete with groundsheet, guy lines and interior 
storage pocket, with the added benefit of more 
outdoor cover and larger than the Turismo Square 
for usable space

Model                   Width     Depth      Pack Size    Weight	(approx)
Turismo XS           300cm     2 40cm      70 x 30 x 55            11.7kg

Material: Polyester with a 3000mm Hydrostatic 
Head.
Fibreglass pole frame: steel ground pegs, guy 
lines, PE Groundsheet.
Canopy poles sold separately.
Colour: Ivory / Graphite



TECH CANOPY 250 TECH CANOPY 300

- Steel poles
- Steel pegs
- Colour, Charcoal/Grey/Silver
- Net weight, 8kg (approx)
- Fly, 300D REVTEX 5000 DRS
- Endurance Straps included
- Valise included

- Steel poles
- Steel pegs
- Colour, Charcoal/Grey/Silver
- Net weight, 8.5kg (approx)
- Fly, 300D REVTEX 5000 DRS
- Endurance Straps included
- Valise included

The Tech Canopy 250 Suitable for most leisure vehicles, caravans or 
motorhomes with heights between 220-250cm

The Tech Canopy 300 Suitable for most leisure vehicles, caravans or motorhomes 
with heights between 240-270cm

The Tech Canopy Range is a technical feature packed canopy with side panels and windows...

The Tech Canopy has all the features of a standard canopy but with the added benefit of side panels including windows to protect you from the elements without restricting your 
view. It is made from revolutionary REVTEX 5000DRS and comes complete with 3 endurance straps, making it one of the most substantial canopies in the market place. With the 
one pole quick erect system it also makes it one of the fastest and easiest to erect.

Fitted with twin beading it can either attach to your awning channel or a wind-out awning. At 3mtrs wide and 240cm deep it can be positioned where needed along the straight 
roof section of the vehicle. The very modern colour-way and style of the canopy will complement anyone’s holiday and is sure to turn heads.



The Ozone Windbreak The Ozone 
Luxury Windbreak is designed to 
compliment the whole range of Outdoor 
Revolution products. Special features 
include 2 tinted window panels.

The Vision Windbreak is a luxury 
coordinating windbreak that comes with 
an awning channel to fix to your caravans 
awning rail and packs into a small holdall. 
The fabric used to construct these 
windbreaks is the 150D Polyester.

Material: 150D Double Ripstop Polyester 
REVTEX 3000
Poles & Pegs: Steel
Colour: Ivory/Graphite & Blue/Graphite
Size: 500cm x 140cm
Net Weight: 3.65kg (approx)

Material: 150D Polyester Oxford PU 
Coated Fabric
Poles & Pegs: Steel
Colour: Ivory/Graphite
Size: 500cm x 140cm
Net Weight: 4.4kg (approx)

Material: 68D Polyester 
Poles & Pegs: Steel
Colours: Lime Green, Chilli, Graphite.
Size: 100cm high

Material: 68D Polyester 
Poles & Pegs: Fibreglass pole, steel pegs
Colours: Lime Green, Chilli
Size: 120cm high

The Spectrum Windbreak is a compact 
and lightweight 3 panel windbreak with 4 
collapsible steel poles which packs down 
into a convenient and compact carry bag.

The Eclipse Windbreak; a stylish and 
practical new windbreak. Ideal for use 
on the beach and in sports for instance 
surfing and cycling; lightweight and 
shaped perfectly to protect people when 
bathing and sitting down.

Designed to match and compliment the 
Movelite Cayman range.

34. 

ECLIPSE WINDBREAK SPECTRUM WINDBREAK VISION WINDBREAK OZONE WINDBREAK



The Outhouse XL has been a staple in the range for many years, 
a great addition to any camping or caravan ‘set-up’ is an ideal tent 
for cooking, storage, can be used as a toilet or shower tent. It’s very 
lightweight, thanks to its 68D fabric and simple fibre pole construction. 
The new grey and lime colour-way gives a great ‘lift to this classic 
staple and gives a contemporary feel.

Outhouse Handi XL has all the features of the XL with the addition of a rear cowl that can be 
attached to a campervan and used as a ‘Drive away’; it is an ideal tent for cooking, storage, can 
be used as a toilet or shower tent. It’s very lightweight, thanks to its 68D fabric and simple fibre 
pole construction. The new grey and lime colour-way gives a great ‘lift to this classic staple and 
gives a very contemporary feel.

The Ozone Windbreak The Ozone 
Luxury Windbreak is designed to 
compliment the whole range of Outdoor 
Revolution products. Special features 
include 2 tinted window panels.

Material: 150D Polyester Oxford PU 
Coated Fabric
Poles & Pegs: Steel
Colour: Ivory/Graphite
Size: 500cm x 140cm
Net Weight: 4.4kg (approx)

Material: 68 D polyester with a 3000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Fibreglass Poles: shaped for extra head height, steel ground pegs and 
high vis guy lines.
Optional extras: Canopy poles (POL22)
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

Material: 68 D polyester with a 3000mm 
Hydrostatic Head.
Fibreglass Poles: shaped for extra head height, 
steel ground pegs and high vis guy lines.
Optional extras: Canopy poles (POL22)
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

OUTHOUSE XL  UTILITY TENT OUTHOUSE HANDI XL  UTILITY DRIVEAWAY // CAMPERVAN

Model                            Width     Depth    Height Range    Pack Size    Weight	(approx)
Outhouse Handi XL      200cm     200cm      180 - 240cm      70 x 25 x 25               5kg

Model                            Width     Depth      Pack Size    Weight	(approx)
Outhouse Handi XL      200cm     200cm     65 x 20 x 20              4.5kg

“The Outhouse XL & 
XL Handi are a great 
add on where more 
usable space is needed.”



The Trio Stripe Table Cloth is designed 
to coordinate perfectly with the Trio 
Stripe range of camping accessories & 
awning and tent products. It comes in its 
own compact pouch bag with draw string 
for storage convenience.

Fabric - Machine washable Micro 
Polyester
Size - 150cm x 80cm

The Lifetime Fold in Half Table is the 
perfect high quality camping table that 
you have always wanted. It has a heavy 
duty table top made from high density 
polyethylene with heavy gauge steel 
tubular adjustable height legs. The 
table folds in half for easy storage and 
transportation & features a convenient 
webbing handle, complete with a carry, 
storage bag.

Dimensions unfolded: 122cm x 61cm
Steel tube: 25mm diameter.
Adjustable Height: 46/74/91cm
Net weight: 9.3kg

The San Remo Adjustable Chair is an 
adjustable back suspension chair new to 
the range for 2015. 
It is a premium quality chair made from a 
600 Denier Polyester Material.

- Open Size: 118cm x 62cm x 74cm
- Folding Size: 111cm x 62cm x 9cm
- Total Weight: 5.2kg
- Maximum Capacity: 120kg 

The Ibiza Suspension Chair is a Brand 
New chair for 2015. It is made with elastic 
webbing straps which stretches and 
moulds to the body - creating the most 
comfortable seat you’ve ever tried! 
The outer fabric surround is made with 
600 Denier Polyester Material.

- Open Size: 67cm x 81.5cm x 80cm
- Folding Size: 82cm x 91cm x 5.5cm
- Total Weight: 4.5kg
- Maximum Capacity: 100kgs
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SAN REMO ADJUSTABLE CHAIRIBIZA SUSPENSION CHAIR LIFETIME FOLD IN HALF TABLE TRIO TABLE CLOTH

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

Online Video Link



The Trio Carpet The Trio
Camping Carpet is a new
carpet designed to fit
Caravan and Motorhome
awnings. They are made from a  soft comfortable 
material with a waterproof thermal backing.  The 
carpets are trimmed and branded with the Outdoor 
Revolution Trio Striping and comes packed in a Luxury 
Cabin Bag.

The Liteweave Luxury Camping Carpet is a premium 
quality awning and camping carpet. Fully breathable 
and flame retardant, Liteweve is an extremely well made 
high quality product with hemmed seams and heavy duty 
eyelets.

- Available in a full range of sizes
- Fully breathable
- UV resistant, rot proof & flame retardant
- Tough & Jet washable
- Fully eyeleted
- Allowed on all sites
- Comes in a handy carry bag

The Treadlite Camping Carpet is a fully breathable 
and flame retardant premium camping carpet. 
Treadlite is rot proof, fully breathable, UV resistant, 
difficult to damage, low cost and allowed on all camp 
sites.

- Available in a full range of sizes
- Allows grass to breath
- Stops insects coming through 
- Rot proof, washable, flame retardant & UV resistant
- Non-slip and easy to clean, close weave.
- Fully hemmed with large eyelets
- Strong & breathable

TRIO CARPET TREADLITE CARPETLITEWEAVE CARPET

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

PREMIUM
QUALITY

Available in 7 sizes:
Cayman Snapper, Cayman Tail, Movelite Pro XL, Movelite 
Cayman XL, Cayman Cacos, Movelite 2, Movelite 
Cayman, Ozone 5XE, Ozone 6XT, Movelite Kombi, 
Movelite Duo, Movelite 3, Ozone 6.0, Ozone 4.4
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THE BIG LOO PORTABLE LOO

Blue Diamond Portable Toilet offers 
perfect hygiene away from home as well 
as high quality construction and easy to 
use. The compact dimensions make this 
unit very easy to keep clean. The top 
part (15 Litres) and base part (20 litres) 
are connected using practical and robust 
plastic clips. The base part also has a very 
sturdy handle for convenient transport 
and disposal of waste water. Best of all, 
this neat toilet also has a toilet roll holder 
incorporated into the design giving you 
somewhere to store the roll other than on 
the floor, thus keeping it clean and dry.

Big Loo Portable Toilet is a convenient 
no fuss portable toilet bucket with a 
removable lidded seat and robust carry 
handle.
The perfect convenience for those little 
trips in the night.

The Trio Sleeping Bag Range The Trio 
Sleeping Bag range is brand new for 
2015, designed to compliment products 
specific to the range. These premium 
quality sleeping bags have a soft micro 
polyester finish and are 2 x 175grm m2 in 
thickness. The Sleeping Bag has a pillow 
envelope to fit a matching pillow in.

Available in 3 sizes:
Double - 235cm x 170cm
Single - 235cm x 100cm. (Two bags can 
be zipped together to create a double)
Tots Infant - 130cm x 70cm

TRIO SLEEPING BAGS & TRIO PILLOW

The Trio Pillow is  a camping pillow 
specifically designed to match the trio 
stripe on the sleeping bags. The pillow 
comes in a small compact bag and the 
pillow expands when out of
the bag. It slots in to the
pillow slot on the Trio Sleeping Bag 
range. It comes
in both an adult
size version and
a junior size
version.





Outdoor Revolution,
Unit 1 Brick Park,
Bretfield Court,

Bretton Street Industrial Estate,
Dewsbury,

West Yorkshire,
WF12 9BY

Web: www.outdoor-revolution.com

Email: cs@blue-diamond-products.co.uk

Tel: 01924 455313
Fax: 01924 450551

2015

Inflatable Air Frame Tents

Outdoor Revolution also produce a range of 
inflatable family tents... with DSV & IF technology
Ask your dealer or see online for details - www.outdoor-revolution.com

Distributed by:

*LIFETIME GUARANTEE - Terms & Conditions Apply. See website for details.


